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WALRUS
Extremis has turned the idea of outdoor seating completely inside out, by
using a super robust cover material to make a sleek, weatherproof sofa that
always looks great. An ingenious storage pouch in the back of the Walrus
hides a foldout blanket and a thick cushion to provide the softness, comfort
and touch that feel best in contact with your body.
This softness is provided in a matter of seconds: a warm, dry and comfortable
place to sit is instantly available outdoors whenever the sun comes out. Yes, in
all seasons!

INNOVATE OR DIE
A design process never stops according
to extremis. Improvement is always
possible. This is also the case with the
‘outdoor sofa’ idea.
To translate this concept literally:
‘bringing comfort and softness outside’.
But dirk wynants wanted to skip the
hassle of literally dragging cushions
outside...
Read more about this design

ALWAYS A DRY,
CLEAN SEAT
The parts that are permanently
exposed to the elements are made of an
extremely durable tarpaulin material
(used for trucks) that does not absorb
any water or dirt. The sofa’s bulky form
ensures that water drains away quickly.
Thanks to this smooth, washable
material, care and maintenance are
kept to a minimum.
Where is this useful?

CHECK ALL THE
DETAILS
Walrus is comes in four modules, a
club chair, a corner seat (left / right), a
middle seat and a footstool. This allows
you to create your own combination.
Options such as blankets, comfort
pillows and several tables are available.
Discover more of this collection
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Corner seat std. height
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Dimensions (mm)
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seating height

Standard feet

615

335

High feet

640

360

Extra high feet

665

385

Download technical sheet – 3d drawinsg – 2d drawings
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MOODS

ORGANIC JUNGLE

INDUSTRIAL STURDINESS
extreme durability, extreme strength, suitable for extreme conditions

BRIGHT WHITE
ORGANIC JUNGLE

RETRO COLOURFUL
an eyecatcher for your garden, your interior or your office space

a mish mash of natural shapes, colours and materials
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